OS-2000 series Simple Operation Manual
■Operation ﬂow
・Installation
・Start of the OS-2000 series
・Import data ﬁle
・Time-axis waveform display
・Cursor display
・Overlay of time-axis waveform
・Data range selection
・Time waveform playback
・Statistical processing
・Window docking
・Store the project ﬁle
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Installation
1. The OS-2000 Installer screen at
right is appeared when you insert
the installation CD to the PC.
・OS-2000 Software
Install the OS-2000.
The 8 digits of serial number (pasward) is required at this time. The
serial number is indicated in the
back of the DVD case. Installation
manual is attached to the DVD case.

・Hardware key Driver
It is necessary for starting OS-2000.

2. The icon of the OS-2000 is displayed on the desktop screen when installation is completed.

3. Insert the hardware key to the PC and start the OS-2000.
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Start of the OS-2000 series
Double click the icon of the OS-2000 series on the desktop and start the software.

[Navigation view]

[Main Field]
・Display the time-axis waveform
・Select the analysis range
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Import data ﬁle
1. Select the [Import Data File...] from the ﬁle menu on 2. Select the type of the ﬁle to be analyzed.
* If the ﬁle type and extension do not match, the ﬁle
the menu bar.
you want to select will not be displayed.
The ORF is selected as a ﬁle type in here, but please
select WAVE or CSV ﬁle depending on the data type.

[Type of ﬁles to be imported to the OS-2000]
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Import data ﬁle (CSV ﬁle)
Setting of item line, data line and sampling frequency are necessary for the CSV ﬁle.
1. Select the ﬁle type: ASCII ﬁle (*.csv, *.txt, *.*)

2. Select the item line, unit line, and data start line.
3. Set the sampling frequency or sampling clock.

* 1 to 100 lines of data can be displayed on this
screen. 1000 lines or more data is not displayed but
loading is performed.
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Import data ﬁle (3)
File is displayed on the data manager screen when the data ﬁle is imported.
Item name is listed when select the ﬁle.

[File name]
All imported ﬁle names are
indicated.
[Item name]
Multiple items are displayed depending on
the ﬁle.
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Time-axis waveform display
Drag and drop the ﬁle on the data manager to the track display area of the main ﬁeld.

When drag the ﬁle to the track display area, the color of the frame line is changed in red.
Drop the ﬁle in this state.

Time-axis waveform is displayed.
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Time-axis waveform display (change of the waveform color)
For displaying multiple ﬁles:
It becomes easy to identify the time-axis waveform by putting check marks on the [File Color Mode] and
[Item Advanced Mode] on the option menu.
[Default] color of the waveform:
1ch...blue, 2ch...orange, 3ch...green

・File color mode: ON - The color of waveform is changed in each ﬁle
・Item advanced mode: ON - Display the ﬁle name
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Time-axis waveform display (Navigation view)
Naigation view is displaying the standard time-axis waveform (entire waveform)
The zoom area (white) is enlarged and displayed on the main ﬁled.
Zoom area (white)

Zoom area can be moved by dragging the mouse.

Navigation view (entire waveform)

Main ﬁeld

The display area of the waveform in zoom area can be increased or decreased by mouse operation.
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Time-axis waveform display (Waveform switching)
The reference time-axis waveform which is displayed on the navigation view can be changed.
The color of the frame line of the area becomes red when drag the item of the main ﬁeld to the navigation view. Drop it at this state.
Navigation view (entire waveform)

Drag
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Cursor display (search cursor, reference cursor)
The value at the position of time search cursor (▼) is displayed on the track.
Cursor is moved left and right.
Time search cursor

Reference cursor

Time search cursor
Indicates the current time

When right click the time search cursor (▼) and select [Place the reference cursor], the reference cursor (▼) is appeared.
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Cursor display (Display the diﬀerence beween two points)
Display the position of time search cursor (▼).

The diﬀerence ( Y) between two points is displayed
when place the reference cursor (▼). You can check
the X with time display.

You can check the cursor (▼) value by opening the database window of the display menu.
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Overlay of time-axis waveform

Y-axis can be displayed as multiple axes when tracks are overlaid.

Setting is necessary at the Environment setting screen in the
option menu. Turn ON the “Display multiple axes for vertical
axis, when the item scale mode is ON”.

Item Scale Mode: ON
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Data range selection (1)

Select the waveform range that you want to be analyzed.

Range selection
Move the cursor to the start point to be selected and hold the left button of the mouse. After dragging the
cursor to the end point of the range and release the left button of the mouse, the frame color of the area you
selected is changed to light blue.

Move
Left click the red frame area and move it to
left or right.

Change range (widened or shortened the frame)
The frame width can be changed when the cursor is
changed to arrow (⇔) by moving the mouse close to the
red circle.
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Data range selection (2)
Display the selected range area in time.

Time at left edge

Time length

Time at right edge

Left end time
Right end time

Indicate the time at left or right edge of selected range.

Time Length

When click the [Time at right edge], you can switch to [Time length].
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Time waveform playback
Sound (vibration) can be playback.
Please check the volume of the speaker before playback.

Start playback

Start playback + right click

Loop playback

Playback button

Playback the sound.
*Click the speaker mark to turn it ON before playback. (yellow)
Turn ON/OFF of the speaker mark is possible while playback, and
playback of another track is possible.
Control the playback speed. Default value: 1 (normal speed)

Continuously playback the sound in the selected area.
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Statistical Processing

Display the statistical indicator of the speciﬁc range of an item such as total value, average value or max.
value. The statistical value can be obtained in the selected range.
1. Open the [Statistical Processing] in the [Custom] menu. Drag the item to the [Statistical Processing]
screen.
2. Click [Execute] button and display the statistical values of data which range is selected.

Data which range is selected
2. Click execute button

1. Drag

Display item:
Number of samples (number of data), Diﬀerence value, Sum, Average value, Median,
Maximum value-Minimum value, Standard deviation, RMS value,
Maximum value, Minimum value, skewness, kurtosis, Waveform, Waveform factor,
Crest factor, Area
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Window docking

When there are multiple menu windows on the screen, you can dock them to make it easier to see.
The docking mark is appeared when you move the menu window. The blue frame is appeared when you
move the mouse close to the arrow. The window is ﬁxed to this blue frame area.

Docking mark

Windows are scattered on the screen.

WIndows can be ﬁxed.
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Store the project ﬁle

Current OS-2000 state can be stored as a project ﬁle. (Extension: osp)
Select [Save Project As...] in the File menu and store it.

If you want to continue working on the project next time, select the stored ﬁle name from the
[Open Project] in the File menu.
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